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compact series

D E S KTO P F I B E R M A R K I N G S Y S T E M S
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compact™

The Compact™ series is the next generation in desktop
fiber marking systems. The Compact™ boasts the smallest
footprint for the largest work area of any desktop on the
market while maintaining leading edge technology. The
standard features of the Compact series goes well beyond
entry level with our network interface, our integrated live Z
axis, rotary ready software and ergonomic design. The
Compact is just as comfortable in a high production
environment as it is in an R&D world. From deep engraving
to selective removal of paint layers, the Compact is the
right tool for your laser marking requirements!
The Compact is proudly manufactured in the USA.

compact elite™

The Elite™ is the big brother in the Compact family with
twice the work area of the standard Compact. The Elite is
available with a marking area of nearly 12" x 12" and is
designed to meet larger part marking needs while
maintaining the smallest possible foot print. With laser
power options up to 100 watts, along with features
matching competitive systems at twice the cost, the Elite is
the ideal production system for widest range of laser
marking requirements.
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about vytek

designed, built, & supported in the USA

systems that meet our customer’s
needs, Vytek has become one
of the leading laser solution
companies worldwide.
Buying a system from Vytek is the
beginning, not the end, of the
relationship. Vytek will support you
now and in the future as you
develop your products. We will
work with you so that you can get
the most out of your system. We will
provide you with the training you
need and guide you through the
learning curve. We understand that
purchasing a laser system is a
Selling a Solution
financial commitment and your
Vytek is not a distributor or importer. investment in our equipment is not
Vytek develops, designs and
something we take lightly. Your
manufactures what it sells. Our
success is important to us.
approach is to focus on the
Designed in the U.S.A,
application and then design, build
Manufactured in the U.S.A,
and test an easy to use laser
Supported in the U.S.A
solution. By concentrating on the
development of applications and
Why Choose Vytek?

For over 25 years, Vytek has been
mastering the use of laser
technology so you don't have to.
Whether you need to cut, engrave,
weld, mark, or scribe, Vytek has a
solution for your company. We offer
the widest range of laser systems in
a broad range of wavelengths from
10.65nm through 355. Our systems
are built to exacting standards with
leading edge technologies that
provide unrivaled performance for
years of profitable operation.
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The Compact
boasts an oversize work area of
16" x 20" allowing large parts to be
easily setup.
Need more? The Compact Elite's work
area is over 25" x 29".

advantages

The Compact™ series comes complete
with an impressive list of standard
features. From an easy set-up table
system to the grab and go integrated
handles, the Compact is packed with
features to get your company up and
marking quickly.
• Space saving
• Easy to use Fiberscan C5™ software
• Automation ready
• 20 watt pulsed laser standard
• Ergonomically designed
• Made in the USA

Large T-Slot Table:

Come standard
on both The Compact™ and Compact
Elite™, makes setting up and moving
your Compact system safe and easy.

Easy Carry Handles:

Air & Evacuation Ports: Fume
and dust removal is a breeze with the
adjustable air and extraction nozzles.
Getting a dust and odor free environment
is easy with our integrated air assist and
fume extraction ports.
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Smart design: The ergonomic door
assembly was designed to to allow
full access to the table. The counter
balanced door glides up and down so
that the user does not need to step back
from work-area.

The Compact series
comes standard with a fully integrated
programmable Z axis with 10" of stroke
on the Compact and 16" stroke on the
Elite making set-up and operation quick
and easy.

Live Z Axis:

The
Compact series comes standard with a
true 20 watt pulsed fiber laser. So many
competitive systems offer lower powered
lasers as their standard offering, knowing
that you will need more power to
efficiently mark your parts. Make sure
you get enough power for the job!

20 Watt Pulsed Fiber Laser:

Quick and easy set-up: Placement
of your mark has never been easier.
With our outline feature that displays a
red pointer bounding box in the exact
location of the mark, you can edit the
position of the mark on the screen
without touching the part to be marked.

Optics: The Compact series boasts
a large scan field and small spot
size. The Compact is capable of using
either an f-160 theta lens or an f-254
with a part height of up to 6". The Elite
can handle a f-160 thru an f-420 with a
maximum part height of 12".
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easy file creation

no programming to learn

The intuitive Fiberscan C5™ software is standard
with the Compact laser series and is easy to
setup and learn. There’s no programming so
users are able to produce high quality marks
within minutes.
Flexibility is built into the
program. You can create
text objects, graphic
shapes, and barcodes
quickly and easily or
import a wide variety of
file formats.
Features include:
• Multilingual international interface
• Background templates
• COM (Component Object Model) interface
• Open multiple jobs
• Built in field correction files
• Ethernet/ network interface
• Remote diagnostics
• Radial marking
• Character spacing
• Aspect control
• Full justification
• Supports TrueType, OpenType and
Laser fonts

traceability

UID, 2D and more…

Part traceability and inventory tracking is one of
the key reasons to add permanent marks.
Fiberscan C5™ allows a quick and easy
creation of barcodes UID and other traceability
forms. Simply add the
desired information into
Fiberscan C5™ layout
and build your UID in a
few steps. No need to
enter in ASCII
characters or build the
proper syntax.
Many compliance programs have evolved
beyond traditional bar coding and require two
dimensional (2D) barcode symbols or
RFID tags.
Fiberscan supports linear
barcode types: Code 39,
CodaBar, Code 93, Code
128, Interleaved 2 of 5,
POSTNET, UPC A,
UPC E, EAN 8, EAN
13, BookLan,
as well as
supporting 2D.

material database
settings remembered

Fiberscan C5™ includes the ability to define
multiple fixture profiles as well as multiple
material profiles allowing a
quick easy way to create
complex jobs in seconds.
The database can manage
thousands of profiles and
“job recipes” that can be
called up to be the basis
for new mark files. Simply
select the object you wish
to mark and apply the
correct material setting from the database
and go.
Have materials not included in the database?
You are not limited to the settings Fiberscan
C5™ provides. You are able to create and
save your own as well.
The materials and fixture database
not only saves time, but also
standardizes the process so you
achieve marking quality to the
highest possible standard.
Easy as 1 2 3 …
• Create your text or graphic
• Choose a profile from
the database
• Mark your part.
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dynamic text creation
productivity features

Dynamic text creation is a Fiberscan C5™
feature that allows building of a marking project
from a file that exists in a text format. Fiberscan
dynamically links to an external text file for the
creation of serial numbers and/or barcodes.
This feature is often used when multiple
marks on a common layout exists, but
varying text is required.
Simply link to a text file, and select
the desired justification and at
runtime, the object will automatically
extract the correct line or lines from
the file and mark the part. Productivity
features like “Text Merge” is another
feature that allows large lists of
string values, such as names, etc, to
be merged with the text object to
create larger batch files, resulting
in true productivity.

automation features
productivity made easy

The Fiberscan C5™ adds automation features
to the Compact that allow accessories like our
rotary chuck, 2 station rotary indexer, XY table
or even a conveyor to be added to the Compact
for true automation (model dependent).
The Compact comes automation ready so
options can be added to it to
expand the production
capabilities of your laser
system. Fiberscan C5™
integrates the automation
and control of these
options within your
program files so complex
automation can be easily
created and saved with each
job file.
With the Compact series
you truly have a
solution both now and
in the future.

speed and throughput
fast and simple

File Creation

1 Import or create object
2 Size and position
File Preperation

Assign material settings
Mark the Part

3 Position part in laser
Set the focus
Run the file
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available options

Portable HEPA/Charcoal
Filtration system:

Eliminates fumes and particles
in air down to 2 micron.
Exchanges inside air using a
combination of HEPA and
activated charcoal filtration.

see a Vytek representative for
additional options
Industrial Grade
Computer: With an

integrated monitor and
keyboard, the Compact becomes
a self contained work station.
Fiberscan C5™ is preloaded so
all you have to do is plug it in
and get to work.
Our
barcode reader allows direct
mark file access from your
company routing sheets without
the possibility of operator error.

Barcode Reader:

Full support
floor mounted stand.

Floor Stand:

F-THETA Optics: The
Compact can utilize 3 different
optics for 3 different field and
spot sizes. Choose a f-100,
f-160 or a f-254. The Compact
Elite has the same optic options
as the Compact, but has the
additional choices of f-330
and f-420.
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Out of focus.

In focus.

Rotary Axis: Our rotary axis
allows for marking on round
objects or indexing objects to
mark on a flat surface. With a
resolution of .0005 our Rotary
option is a high precision index
device ready for the most
precise marking
applications.

Diode Focus System:

Designed for precise visual
focus. You are in focus when the
line and the dot align. Adjustable
for different optic choices. Great
for quick set-ups and one
off marking.

and configurations
see a Vytek representative for
additional options
Class 4 Pass-through:

Laser Upgrades: The Compact’s
Fiber Laser power can be
upgraded to 30 or 50 watts and
even 100 watts for the Elite.
Additional laser options include
532 (green) or Sealed CO2.
2 Station Rotary Indexer:

Set up 2 work stations with our
auto rotary indexer. Users load/
unload while the laser marks on
the opposite station. Our indexer
option also allows use in single or
dual station modes. It also allows
the user to set-up 2 different jobs
simultaneously allowing for
mixed product production.

When parts occasionally
exceed the cabinet size,
choose our Pass-through
option. Operates in class 4
mode so large parts can pass
through and be selectively
marked. Full operator warning
system to avoid accidental
laser exposure.
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Brass

Laser Terminology

The removal of material
to create a mark of varying depth.
Annealing: Chemically alter the
surface to create a contrasting mark
without edges or depth.
Ablating: The removal of a top
layer to expose a layer of a different
color below.
Engraving:

About Lasers and Substrates

Metals and plastics are
best marked with a fiber laser system.
Organic materials like Wood, Paper,
and Glass are best marked with a
CO2 laser system. Coated materials
like Anodized Aluminum can be
marked by both systems.
Cutting: Plastics and Woods are
best cut with a CO2 laser system.
Marking:

Stainless Steel

Aluminum

Metals can be cut with either type of
system depending on your
production needs.
Some materials need to be
evaluated on a case by case basis.
We would be happy to provide
information on your application, and
if necessary, perform testing on your
material. We will provide you with
samples and run times.

Tool Steel

Copper
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Fiber 20, 30, or 50 Watt Pulsed Fiber (1.070nm)
Fiber Green 10 or 20 watt (532nm)
Electrical Requirements
100-240 VAC 50/60Hz
Power Consumption w/o Laser*
450W
Ambient Temperature
32...95°F
Air Requirements
None with standard configuration
812 x 558 x 660 (22" x 26" x 32")
Outside Dimensions mm (in) H x W x L Compact:
Compact Elite: 965 x 812 x 914 (38" x 32" x36")
Compact: 400 x 400 (16" x 16")
Max Part Size mm (in) W x L
Compact Elite: 650x650 (25.5"x25.5")
Maximum Part Height mm (in)
Compact: 152 (6")
W/ a F-160
Compact Elite: 304 (12")
PC Connection
Ethernet or USB depending on configuration
Frequency Range
20 - 200 kHz
Aiming Beam
(2) Class 2M Red Diode 635nm
Cooling
Air Cooled
Laser Type (Wavelength)

f-100
f-160
f-254
Elite Only f-330
Elite Only f-420

70 x 70 (2.75" X 2.75")
70 x 70 (2.75" X 2.75") x 110
175 x 175 (6.89" X 6.89")
205 x 205 (8.06" X 8.06")
300 x 300 (11.82" X 11.82")

FL 97 (3.82")
FL 175 (6.93")
FL 295 (11.65")
FL 385 (15.16")
FL 495 (19.50")

Note: Specifications for reference purposes only check with factory for current specifications.
Specifications subject to change without notice.

The Compact™

22"

48"
32"

26"
29"

Compact Elite™

32"

48"

38"

35.5"
37"

FRONT VIEW

SIDE VIEW
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195 Industrial Rd, Fitchburg, MA 01420
www.vy-tek.com 978-342-9800

Vytek designs, builds and sells a
complete line of laser based equipment
from its headquarters in Fitchburg
Massachusetts. Our laser equipment
utilizes either a galvo or a gantry beam
delivery system. Vytek builds gantry
equipment as large as 2m x 6m
(8’ x 16’) and galvo based systems in
both 2 and 3 axis with field sizes to
1.5m (60”). For the integrator, Vytek also
offer offers a complete line
of OEM systems that can be
configured with laser sources
that include Fiber 1070nm
and 532, DPSS, YAG, UV,
and CO2 Check out our
full range of
systems at
www.vy-tek.com

